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Suspendisse feugiat mi sed lectus
aoreet nec interdum
Von Trenz Pruca

DRACULA2.0

Choose one of the projects below. 
Decide who you want to work with.
Check the “What to do“-section and 
together with your teammates set up a first 
draft of your ideas.R
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Project App What to do
Make a trailer of  the story. iMovie Make a storyboard for the scene. Who plays which 

role? What kind of  text do you want to add to 
make the trailer interesting?

Transform one important scene from the book 
into an animated movie.

Puppet Pals HD Decide on the scene and make sure you have 
enough male/female members in your group to 
speak the different roles.

Make a poster or leaflet about Transylvania 
and Count Dracula‘s castle. 

Pages
Keynote

Add the most important facts and figures about the 
country and the castle. Try to make it sound 
interesting for tourists (include a map, etc.).

Write postcards from the different locations 
mentioned in the book.

Pages
Touchnote

Write postcards from different characters 
(Jonathan, Lucy, etc.) and from different locations... 
don‘t forget to choose a suitable picture for the 
frontside of  your postcard.

Produce a “Wanted“-poster of  Count Dracula 
and his vampires.

Pages
Wanted Poster 
Pro

Add a picture (you can take one of  yourself  
transformed into a vampire) and the correct 
contact details of  Scotland Yard London.

Transform one important scene from the book 
into a comic.

StripDesigner Take pictures of  yourself  acting out the scene.

Design the front page of  a newspaper, 
including a headline, a short story and some 
interesting pictures.

Pages Describe one important scene in detail.
You can also include different ads, the weather, etc.

Produce an audiobook of  one of  the chapters 
of  the book.

Garage Band Don‘t forget to add background music and different 
sound effects.

Record a video interview with one or two of  
the characters from the book.

iMovie
Camera

Ask at least ten questions that have something to do 
with the story.

Write an alternative ending for the book. Pages What would have happened if  Jonathan and Van 
Helsing hadn‘t arrived in time?

Produce a screencast of  one important scene 
from the book.

Sketchbook 
Xpress
Educreation

Draw a picture or a picture story of  one important 
scene. Describe what your picture shows.


